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Is ap literature exam hard
The following data reflect the 297,009 students worldwide who took either the paper or the digital AP English Literature Exam in May. Data from students who tested in June are not yet available. AP English Literature score distributions, 2021 vs. 2019 The following table enables comparisons of student performance in 2021 to student performance
on the comparable full-length exam prior to the covid-19 pandemic: AP Score 2019 2021 5 6% 5% 4 16% 12% 3 28% 27% 2 34% 39% 1 16% 17% Of these 297,009 students, 3 achieved a perfect score from all professors/readers on all essays and correctly answered every multiple-choice question, resulting in the rare and impressive feat of earning all
120 of 120 points possible on an AP English Literature Exam.Identities of the 2021 AP English Literature Exams’ Cited Authors Across the exam versions administered in 2021, 45% of the cited texts’ authors identified as non-white, 54% of the authors identified as female: US Census Category Authors within the 2021 Exams Asian (5.9%) 26 (7.7%)
Black (13.4%) 85 (25.2%) Latinx (18.5%) 30 (8.9%) Indigenous (1.5%) 12 (3.6%) White (60.1%) 184 (54.6%) Female (50.8%) 182 (54%) Male (49.2%) 155 (46%) The May 5 In-School Paper Exam The largest exam date for AP English Literature was May 5, so the following information is specific to the exam version administered on that date.Students
scored significantly higher on the multiple-choice section than on their essays, which continue to limit the percentage of exams achieving scores of 3 or higher.Multiple-choice section: Big Ideas and Skills: Students scored exceptionally well on questions asking them to analyze character or setting (Big Ideas 1 and 2), or to recognize the function of a
particular character (Skill category 1). Students’ abilities on such questions are sky high, a real testament to the ways teachers have helped students practice and become proficient at analyzing details about characters in texts Students also scored very well on questions asking them about figurative language (Big Idea 5), or about the function of
word choice, imagery, and symbols (Skill Category 5). On questions about the function of comparison (Skill Category 6), it’s clear that many students have mastered this skill; a whopping 16% answered all of these questions correctly. The one Big Idea and Skill Category that lags significantly behind the others, and that would boost scores quite a bit
if students could get this skill to the same level as their others, is the ability to recognize how a narrator’s or speaker’s perspective controls a text’s details and emphases (Big Idea 4); students scored significantly lower on questions about Skill Category 4, the function of the narrator or speaker, than on other skill categories. As is usual, students
scored lower on multiple-choice questions about poetry than prose. Free-response section: This is the first year I’ve ever seen the poetry analysis essay receive the highest scores of any of the 3 essays, outpacing the prose analysis essay and, even more surprisingly, the “reader’s choice” literary argument essay. That said, the performance differences
are very narrow, indicating that students had developed very similar levels of proficiency this year across these various modes of analysis and explication. So despite all the other challenges of 2020-21, poetry did not take its usual backseat to prose in student essay performance this year. Nice work. Essay #1: Analysis of Ai’s poem “The Man with the
Saxophone” 85% of students earned the thesis point 98% of students earned one or more of the evidence/commentary points 7% of students earned the sophistication point Essay #2: Analysis of an excerpt from Winton’s Breath 90% of students earned the thesis point 93% of students earned one or more of the evidence/commentary points 6% of
students earned the sophistication point Essay #3: House as symbol 79% of students earned the thesis point 95% of students were able to earn one or more of the evidence/commentary points 5% of students earned the sophistication point The May 18 Digital ExamsTo support student access, different testing modes—paper and digital—were essential.
To protect exam security, many different exam versions were necessary. Accordingly, to provide students with similar opportunities for success regardless of which version they took, each version of the exam had to be analyzed separately by psychometricians to identify its unique difficulty level so that standards for scores of 3, 4, and 5 could then be
separately identified for each exam version. Analyses focused on: Differences in the testing mode (paper or digital). For sections of the exam that proved easier to take digitally, the digital versions require more points for each AP score. For sections of the exam that proved easier to take on paper, the paper exam requires more points for each AP
score. Differences in the difficulty of specific questions. When exam questions prove easier, more points are required for each AP score, and when exam questions prove more difficult, fewer points are required on one version than another. The net result for this year’s AP English Literature Exams is that out of 120 points possible, the digital exams
proved slightly easier than the paper, so to adjust for that variation in difficulty: To receive a 5 on the digital versions, students needed to earn 1–5 more points (depending on the difficulty of the version) than students who took the paper exam. To receive a 4 on the digital versions, students needed to earn 2–6 more points (depending on the difficulty
of the version) than students who took the paper exam. To receive a 3 on the digital versions, students needed to earn 0–6 more points (depending on the difficulty of the version) than students who took the paper exam. AP classes can be your ticket to your dream college place, but can also be notoriously tricky papers – so you need to know what
you’re letting yourself in for. We’ve got all 23 of the main AP classes ranked by difficulty, revealing for the first time EXACTLY which are the easiest AP classes, and which are the hardest.Over 2,000 students who have taken AP exams have provided a review of their course through Reddit’s excellent r/APStudents community. That provides an
unparalleled data source to figure out how each AP course stacks up.We’ve crunched the numbers for you: read on for the definitive list of AP classes ranked by difficulty, from easiest to hardest!I’ve gone deep into the data to pick out some surprising trends – read on for full details.Skip to “10 Easiest AP Classes”Jump to “10 Hardest AP Classes”Go to
“Easiest AP Classes To Self-Study”Skip to “What AP classes should I take”Summary: What The Reviews Data Tells UsHere’s an overview of what the reviews said.There’s a lot of detail in the chart below, but broadly, the hardest and most time-consuming AP exams are in the top-right, the easiest and least time-consuming are in the bottom-left. The
colour indicates how easy the course is to self-study, with green being easiest and orange hardest.Hardest and easiest AP classes: based on data from nearly 2000 course reviews from Reddit’s r/APStudentsIf you want the exact data on a specific course, here is the full data set in table form: AP Class Reviews: what are the hardest and most timeconsuming AP exams, and how easy are they to self-study?AP ClassDifficulty (1-10 scale, 10 hardest)Time required(1-10 scale,10 most time -consuming)Ease to self-study (1-10 scale, 10 hardest to self study)Biology 6.26.4 6.9 Calculus AB/BC 5.35.2 6.2 Chemistry 7.26.7 8.5 Computer Science A4.4 4.4 4.3 Computer Science Principles2.63.7 3.2 English
Language5.35.2 4.6 English Literature7.86.5 7.4 Environmental Science4.23.9 3.3 European History6.36.9 6.8 Human Geography3.84.7 4.2 Macroeconomics4.63.8 4.4 Microeconomics4.74.9 4.2 Physics 17.15.7 7.8 Physics 26.85.3 7.6 Physics C – E / M8.17.1 7.9 Physics C – Mechanics7.46.2 6.9 Psychology3.24.5 2.9 Seminar4.85.5 7.3 Spanish
Language5.04.6 5.4 Statistics4.64.3 5.2US Government and Politics4.34.5 4.2 US History5.87.4 6.1 World History6.17.0 6.4 What AP Classes Should I Take?Here are some ideas, depending on what you’re looking for and what your interests are:Looking to pick up easy credit?Take Psychology or Environmental Studies.Both are rated as relatively easy,
requiring the least time-commitment, and recommended by nearly all students that took these courses.If you’re interested in history: US History, World History and European History are all similarly ranked.So go with what interests you most, but be prepared to put in the hours, as these are time-consuming papers.US Government and Politics offer a
more straightforward alternative if you’re looking for an easier AP class.If you’re an economist: Macroeconomics and Microeconomics offer a similar difficulty level.Microeconomics is a little more time consuming (though also more interesting, in my personal opinion!), and is also the only course to have had 100% of reviewers recommending it to
other students.In Math: Statistics is marginally easier the Calculus.However, Calculus is likely to be better preparation for more advanced study in Math and other quantitative subjects, like Engineering and Physics.For scientists: Biology, Chemistry and Physics 1 are all very popular courses.Biology is ranked as being the easiest of the science APs,
more so than Chemistry and Physics.Perhaps because Physics and Chemistry are tough, they are not universally recommended – roughly 20% of Chemistry and 30% of Physics students said they wouldn’t recommend that other students take these classes.Don’t let that put you off though: the majority of students are still very glad they took the course.
By all means give these classes a shot, but don’t worry if you find the going tough – you’re not alone!For English: Literature is much harder than Language, but also much less widely-taken. So if you can handle the Literature course, you’ll likely stand out from the crowd.For the ultimate challenge:Take Physics C – Electricity and Magnetism.Top 10
Easiest AP ClassesHere are the AP classes ranked by difficulty, the top 10 easiest AP classes you can take according to the 2k+ real student reviewers.Computer Science Principles was rated as the easiest AP class you can take, with an average score of just 2.6 / 10 (lower score = easier class).Computer Science Principles (2.6)Psychology (3.2)Human
Geography (3.9)Environmental Science (4.1)US Government and Politics (4.3)Computer Science A (4.3)Statistics (4.6)Macroeconomics (4.6)Microeconomics (4.7)Seminar (4.8)The easiest APs also tend to be the least time-consuming AP classes to study.Top 10 Hardest AP ClassesHere are the AP classes ranked by difficulty, the top 10 hardest AP
classes you can take, according to the 2k+ real student reviewers.Physics C was rated as the hardest AP Class you can take, with an average review of 8.1 / 10 (higher score = harder).Physics C – Electricity and Magnetism (8.1)English Literature (7.7)Physics C – Mechanics (7.3)Chemistry (7.2)Physics 1 (7)Physics 2 (6.8)European History (6.3)Biology
(6.2)World History (6)US History (5.8)These also tend to be the most time-consuming AP classes to study, though Physics may be an exception.Easier APs are less time-consuming: except for PhysicsSome reviewers found Physics was relatively less time-consuming than other courses. From my experience, harder physics courses such as the AP exams
tend to split classes into two halves: those that “get it” relatively quickly, and those that have to persevere and sweat a bit to figure out what’s going on.That theory is borne out when you look at the distribution of “time consuming” ratings for Physics 1 (the most popular Physics AP), there are two clear groups – a neat “bimodal distribution” for the
AP Stats folk among you:AP Physics: likely to divide opinionThe average scores for both groups of students were pretty similar, you may be comforted to learn if you find yourself studying long hours on physics.Easiest AP Classes to Self-StudyOverall difficulty aside, some AP classes ranked as being particularly easy or difficulty if you want to selfstudy.Here’s how the classes broke down by self-study difficulty:The easiest AP classes to self-study are: Computer Science Principles, Psychology and Environmental Science. These are also rated as the easiest and least time-consuming AP classes overall, so you should be OK.Also rated relatively easy to self-study are: US Government & Politics,
Microeconomics, Macroeconomics, Computer Science A. Human Geography, Statistics, Spanish Language and English Language.You might want to think twice about: Seminar, English Literature, and Physics 1 and 2, all of which are rated relatively difficult AP exams to self-study for.The hardest AP classes to self-study: are Chemistry, and Physics C –
Electricity and Magnetism. These are also rated among the hardest and most time-consuming AP exams, so taking these on as self-study is not to be taken lightly – good luck!Whatever you’re studying, wishing you every success in your AP exams!And one more thing… Have you downloaded your copy of my AP Exam Success Cheat Sheet? These
ingenious, battle-tested, science-backed study hacks will boost your grades and save you hours this year.It’s completely free. Check it out now: @drewisgooden3 answers, 7 votes • 10 months ago • Admissions AdviceRising junior here :) I was just wondering if taking two AP English classes at the same time might get confusing or something...? Sorry if
this seems like a dumb question, I've just never taken an AP class before (my school only oﬀers like 3 APs) so I have no experience whatsoever haha. Thanks! 1 karma for each ⬆ upvote on your answer, and 20 karma if your answer is marked accepted.@vassarfudge • 10 months agoIMO the 5 hardest AP classes ever are AP Chem, AP Physics, AP Calc
BC and AP Lang and AP Lit are the hardest to get an A in and 5 on the AP tests. That's just my opinion. I took AP Lang got an A and a 5 but let me tell you that it was about 15-20 hours of work plus class time for that 1 class. There is an enormous amount of reading and writing you have to do to get an A and a 5 (which is like 9% of test-takers). If you
add AP Lit to it, you will be doing 30-40 hours for just 2 AP classes to keep and A and get 5s on the exam. Since you have never taken an AP class before, stacking these two on top of one another is a perfect way to ruin your HS year. I recommend taking AP Human Geography, AP Psychology, AP Micro, AP Macro, any AP Language over these 2. It will
be far better to take classes that support your academic narrative. So if you are going to be writer, join the newspaper or the yearbook team or start a creative writing journal. If you are STEM-oriented, take Physics, etc. As crsgo stated, they are not meant to be taken concurrently. @quinnprocopio • 10 months agoHi! From my experience, I would
take the two AP English classes in two different years. I'm a rising senior and I took AP Language and Composition last year and I'm taking AP Literature and Composition this upcoming school year. Lang&Comp is a very intense class; there is a lot of reading and writing involved in the class. I personally would not have been able to keep up with all of
the work from both English classes while also maintaining my grades in my other classes. For comparison, my classes last year were band (elective),AP Lang&Comp, AP Calc, French 4, AP Physics, AP US History, Study Hall (semester 1)/ Health (semester 2), and Dynamics of Healthcare (elective). My academic strengths are not in English, but more
towards math and science. If you are someone who enjoys English, I would recommend taking only one AP English class and see if there are other English electives and then wait until senior year to take the second AP English. It might be less stressful for you if the rest of your course load is heavy. Good luck on your junior year, I hope you enjoy and
succeed! Have a great day, Quinn @chxm33 • 10 months ago[edited]No, and my reasoning is this: They’re different classes and are structured so that you take Lang as a Junior and Lit as a Senior (at least in my school). They’re not the same course and while Lit and Lang are similar they focus on different things (Lang more so english grammar and
structure while Lit focuses on analysis of texts and poetry).
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